The Tutte polynomials for signed graphs were introduced by Kau man. In 2012, Fath-Tabar, Gholam-Rezaeı and Ashrafı presented a formula for computing Tutte polynomial of a benzenoid chain. From this point on, we have also calculated the Tutte polynomials of signed graphs of benzenoid chains in this study.
Introduction
Benzenoid hydrocarbons are represented by benzenoid graphs. These graphs consist of unconnected, nite and adherent regular hexagons. A benzenoid chain is indicated by BC(x , x , · · · , xn). This graph is constructed from n linear chains of length x , x , · · · , xn respectively (see Figure 1 ) [3] . A graph is indicated by (V , E). In this binary structure, the vertex set is shown with V and the edge set is shown with E. Suppose just undirected graphs. A loop is an edge formed the same vertex and a bridge (isthmus) is an edge between the vertices where there are no more paths.
When de ning the Tutte polynomial, deletion-contraction operations are used. G − e shows edge deletion operation and G/e shows edge contraction operation. But the deleting e is performed before the edge contraction operation is performed. If either e is not a bridge or e is not a loop, the Tutte polynomial of G is introduced with the recurrence relation T(G; x, y) = T(G − e; x, y) + T(G/e; x, y). If G has j pieces loops, i pieces bridges and G does not have any other edges, T(G; x, y) = x i y j . If there are no edges in G, T(G; x, y) = .
The Tutte polynomials of signed graphs are de ned by Kau man as follows: G is a signed graph. e is an edge of G. Sign(e) is the sign of the edge e (+ or -). The edge e can be a bridge or a loop. In G; the number of positive bridges is shown with i+ = i+(G), the number of negative bridges is shown with i− = i−(G), the number of positive loops is shown with l+ = l+(G) and the number of negative loops is shown with l− = l−(G). By using deletion-contraction operations, evaluation formulas and abbreviation relations
1. G and G are two reduced graphs over an edge of G via deletion-contraction. If an edge e is neither a bridge nor a loop in G, then
. If every edge of G is either a bridge or a loop and G is connected, then
If G is equal to the discrete union of graphs G and G ,
In 2012 Fath-Tabar, Gholam-Rezaı and Ashrafı have found the following two theorems for the Tutte polynomials of benzenoid chains [3] :
is an arbitrary benzenoid chain in BC(h), where h
From this point, we have also calculated the Tutte polynomials of signed graphs of benzenoid chains. In 2016, H. Gong, X. Jin and F. Zhang introduced the Tutte polynomial of benzenoid systems with one branched hexagon [4] . No doubt, our study can be extended to these systems of benzenoid.
Main Results

Let G(h) be graph of a linear benzenoid chain with h hexagons. Suppose that the edges of this graph are marked with sign(+). We de ne the Tutte polynomial Q[G(h)](a, b, d) of this signed graph by T(h) = Q[G(h)](a, b, d). For computing the Tutte polynomial of the signed graph G(h), we proceed by induction on h and obtain a recurrence relation for T(h). We obtain that for h = , T( ) = a y + a bx + a bx + a bx
As seen in Figure 3 , By using deletion/contraction, evaluation and abbreviation formulas which are described by Kau man for the signed graphs and applying theorem 1.1 which is described by Fath-Tabar, Gholam-Rezaı and Ashrafı , we can do the following operations. We shall start deleting an edge from the end hexagon of G(h) with vertices of degree 2:
(1)
T(h) = bx T(h − ) + a bx T(h − ) + aT (h − )
T(h) = bx T(h − ) + abx T(h − ) + a T (h − )
T(h) = bx T(h − ) + abx T(h − ) + a bx T(h − ) + aT (h − )
T(h) = bx T(h − ) + abx T(h − ) + a bx T(h − ) + a T (h − )
T(h) = bx T(h − ) + abx T(h − ) + a bx T(h − ) + a bxT(h − ) + aT (h − )
T(h) = bx T(h − ) + abx T(h − ) + a bx T(h − ) + a bxT(h − ) + a T (h − )
T(h) = bx T(h − ) + abx T(h − ) + a bx T(h − ) + a bxT(h − ) + a b. .T(h − ) + aT (h − )
T(h) = bx T(h − ) + abx T(h − ) + a bx T(h − ) + a bxT(h − ) + a bT(h − ) + a T (h − )
Now we calculate T (h − ). Note that T (h − ) has a loop. Thus, we have:
To compute T (h − ), we put h − instead of h in equation (1):
If we put equations (3) and (4) in their places at equation (2), we have equation (5):
This implies that:
To continue this recurrent operation, we have the following generalized recurrence relation for the Tutte polynomials of signed graphs of benzenoid chains. Hence, our proof is completed. In this case, we can de ne the following theorem. Note that the degree of ∆ and the degree of M can not be small from zero. 
